Specialists in European Express Transport
More than just a courier...

**NTS** International Express Ltd specialise in providing express and time sensitive transportation solutions throughout Europe.

Utilising our own fleet of vehicles and accompanied by the support of partner companies, we supply a professional and reliable service for all of your European express transport needs.
We provide a complete package of services to ensure that our customers requirements are constantly achieved.

- Dedicated vehicles
- Full loads
- Air charter
- Onboard courier
- Hazardous freight
- Satellite tracked vehicles
- Storage and warehousing

Specialists for GERMANY

With the assistance of our own sites, we are able to operate a 48 hour express service to and from Germany, with daily departures in each direction.

In addition to our 48 hour service, we provide an express airfreight service to and from Germany with a scheduled freighter aircraft.

ashford@nts-express.co.uk FAX: 01233 637733
Dedicated Vehicles

NTS International Express Ltd will supply a vehicle to run on a dedicated basis, carrying only your consignment directly to the consignee.

By utilising our dedicated vehicle services your shipments are delivered within hours rather than days from despatch.

Dedicated vehicles also limit the possibilities of damage to your products compared to conventional groupage methods. Your products are not carried on numerous vehicles or transhipped through various network hubs.

Full Loads

NTS International Express Ltd operate and utilise various vehicle/trailer types in order to meet all of our clients needs.

- 13.6 Metre Euroliner trailers
- 13.6 Metre Mega trailers
- 13.6 Metre Box trailers
- 14 Metre Combination wagon & drags

All trailers are fully equipped with strapping facilities and have air-ride suspension.
Air Charter

When time is critical, air charter solutions have the ability to reduce transit times.

NTS International Express Ltd offers a full air charter service. Utilising aircraft from reputable suppliers we are able to offer a complete transportation package.

NTS International Express Ltd will organise and monitor the shipment from the consignor, through the relevant handling agents and onto the consignee.

Onboard Courier

NTS International Express Ltd can offer a full onboard courier service for consignments that are small and very urgent.

The onboard courier service is highly suited for consignments such as small components, pharmaceuticals and medical equipment.

Due to confined space on passenger aircraft these consignments cannot exceed the constraints imposed by the relevant airline and must be able to be carried by hand.
Hazardous Materials
The vast majority of vehicles supplied by the NTS group and its respective partners are fully equipped to carry hazardous materials.

NTS ensures that all drivers are fully trained and qualified to the industry standards as specified within the ADR Regulations.

Satellite Tracking
NTS International Express Ltd is able to supply vehicles equipped with full satellite tracking for extra security. Features of the satellite tracking include:

- Constant tracking of vehicle movements
- Instant location information
- Theft deterrent/prevention
- Safer operations

Storage & Warehousing
NTS has storage facilities both here and in Germany. Our site in Ashford has 150m² of secure warehousing for short or long term storage. Our facility in Dusseldorf has 200m² of secure warehousing for storage with adjustable loading ramps to assist in the fast turn around of vehicles. All NTS sites are fully alarmed with 24 hour monitoring.
NTS International Express Ltd provide services for numerous companies in a variety of different industry types.

Parts for the automotive production line, Engines for grounded aircraft, Components for renewable energy sources to name just a few. NTS can provide your business with a service to give you complete peace of mind.

- Automotive
- Aviation
- Medical
- Nautical
- Machinery
- Pharmaceutical

We also provide neutral transportation solutions to various international transport companies and freight forwarders thus complimenting their own services.